JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. teach Nanette to sing. Her teacher thinks it would improve her violin playing. Could you give her lessons after school for a while?" I smiled at the little girl standing beside her mother. Nanette was a slight, shy, and very soft-spoken child, yet serious about her Suzuki violin playing. She had played for her classmates and me earlier that month. I knew she was hesitant to sing in class and that she was a very conscientious and hardworking student. After asking her to sing any song that she knew and listening to her, I realized that she was having trouble singing on pitch, and I agreed to work with her.
Children should learn to sing the same way: by being taught how and then practicing.
Auditory Processing Difficulties. Children with auditory processing difficulties also have difficulty with accurate singing. Teachers who notice a child consistently singing around the pitch over a period of time might want to suggest to parents or resource room personnel that the child be tested for auditory processing difficulties. Early diagnosis may help prevent learning difficulties later (see Case Study 1).
Hearing Impairments. Children who are hearing impaired can often be taught to sing, depending on the degree of the impairment (see Case Study 2). Children with hearing impairments vary greatly in their abilities to hear. As with all children, teachers must be aware of these children's limitations to help them to achieve their vocal potential. There is no substitute for seeing children over a period of time and motivating them to work on learning to sing. Encouraging them and believing in their abilities, while acknowledging any disabilities, can help all children learn to use their singing voices.
Other Physical Problems. Children who do not have normal speaking voices will often have difficulty singing. In rare cases, a child may have a chronically hoarse voice, and a speaking voice that nearly always has a raspy edge to it. A hoarse voice can be caused by misuse of the voice by shouting a great deal, but it can also be the result of medication and things that cause sinus problems or other health issues. Young singers who have pushed their voices to be dangerously loud can have the same sort of problems. A chronic condition may result in permanent vocal damage, and parents should be directed to a speech specialist. A music teacher should not persist in trying to teach these children to sing in the upper register. Remind them not to sing if it hurts to do so. These children should bring a water bottle to class and use it as needed. While these children may desire to sing what the other children are singing, they will be physically unable to do so and can further damage their voices. 
Basic
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Virginia, who loved music and music classes, had experienced singing in her home and started school as a willing singer. However, she sang consistently above the pitch.This continued into first and second grade despite her music teacher's best efforts to help her. By third grade, it was clear that Virginia had a learning disability, and she was thoroughly tested as part of the special education identification process. She was diagnosed as having auditory processing difficulties.These difficulties were compounded when there were many competing sounds.
At about that same time, her music teacher became aware of a commercial product called Hearfones that singers can wear to make them more aware of their own singing voices. Hearfones are a little like headphones that you wear to listen to music, but they have clear plastic pieces by the singer's cheeks that direct the sound to the earpieces (see www.hearfones.com for more information). When Virginia first put on this device, her singing immediately improved. She no longer sang consistently above the pitch. By wearing the device in chorus rehearsals, she was able to blend with the other children much of the time. Eventually she was able to hear herself without the device, but would occasionally wander off pitch. Her teacher created a signal whereby the teacher would gradually point to his left ear and look at Virginia if he heard her straying off pitch. Virginia would then subtly raise one finger to her ear and plug it momentarily to find her auditory bearings. She continued to enjoy being active in music organizations in school. Breathing. Incorporate breathing exercises into the first few minutes of a lesson, class, or rehearsal. This helps young minds focus on the task at hand. Begin with an easy exercise such as sustaining a long hiss. Alternatively, start by asking for a ten-second (or an eight-count) hiss and gradually increasing the length of time that students are to hiss without taking a second breath. Another technique is to hiss for two minutes and take a breath whenever necessary Once your singers perform these exercises effectively, do five-count hisses where they pulse the air for four counts and sustain the fifth.
When time and space allow, have children lie on the floor with a book placed on their abdomens just above the navel. Ask them to raise the book in the air as far as they can while inhaling and have them hold it for a few seconds. Gradually increase the amount of time they hold. Other times, ask them to raise the book on an inhale and sing a short song while keeping the book in place. This helps build an awareness of diaphragmatic support for singing with a stronger tone. Have them watch kittens, puppies, or babies who are sleeping (bring one to class or show a video), and notice the natural breathing process. Using these models, children learn to take a full breath without raising their shoulders. There are many other simple breathing exercises described in books on vocal pedagogy.l(See the Resources sidebar.) Warm-ups. The vocal cords benefit from being warmed up before being exercised. One of the simplest and fastest ways to accomplish this is to have the children echo sirens (glissanEarly one fall, a parent came to see the music teacher, Ms. Jones, and reported that her little boy, Christopher, could not hear out of one ear. The parent wanted to be sure that Ms.Jones didn't expect too much of Christopher, given his hearing limitations. Ms. Jones smiled and thanked her for the information. Christopher had been her student in kindergarten, and she hadn't noticed anything unusual about him. He was now in first grade and could sing to about an A on the second space in the treble staff but was not using head voice (upper register) at all. His regular classroom teacher also sang with the class daily.
As the year went on, Christopher seemed to be having no difficulties with music-class activities. Ms. Jones was careful to speak directly to him and be sure that he understood her directions. By winter of second grade, Christopher had become a directional singer who was often accurate.
One morning before the winter holiday break, his mother once again came to see Ms. Jones. In a voice choked with emotion, she told Ms. Jones about listening to Christopher singing in the shower that morning and how she realized that he was singing "Jingle Bells" accurately and very well. She simply wanted to thank Ms. Jones for teaching him to sing. Again Ms. Jones smiled and told her she was welcome. Secretly, she knew that Christopher had basically taught himself to sing by doing the things they did in normal music classes. 
Vocal Exploration
There Another technique that targets the upper part of children's voices is "cat conversations." Most children can imitate the meowing of a cat. A cat conversation is simply pretending to talk using meows. The teacher can demonstrate, possibly using the classroom teacher or other adult as a partner. This is particularly effective when first-or second-grade students are learning about question marks and periods and the difference in inflection those punctuation marks create. They can have fun identifying when the "cats" are asking questions or making statements. Then the children can pair off and "talk" to each other in cat conversations for a minute or two. With older children, try giving the "cats" a context to use. For example, the first cat is trying to sell something to the second cat.
Using the full range of the voice includes learning to switch quickly from one range to another. Whenever possible, start children in the upper register (head voice) and work downward. They will soon learn to make the transfer easily themselves. Seasonal sound effects can be incorporated in warm-ups. Fall and spring suggests making wind sounds on an "oo" vowel. October warm-ups could include ghost calls, witch laughter, bat squeaks, and monster roars. November suggests baby turkeys, children a phrase like "Hello, Susie" and asking Susie to reply, "Hello, Ms. Jones" on the same pitches. This may be extended to a sung conversation where you sing a question such as "What did you have for breakfast?" and the individual child sings a reply. Sing a follow-up question and the child replies. Here the child would not be using the same pitches as the teacher, but singing his or her own improvised responses. This "conversaSolo singing should be a routine.. affair in the primary grades.
mother turkeys, and father turkeys gobbling at high, medium, and low pitches. A similar set of sounds could move down using baby, mother, and daddy snowmen who laugh on "Ho, ho, ho!" at high, medium, and low pitches in winter months. Older students can use descending arpeggios and scales the same way.
Another fun activity that builds vocal flexibility and breath support is to "buzz" a song. Some voice teachers refer to this as lip trills. The idea is to make the lips vibrate in a loose and flappy sound while singing the pitches (but not the lyrics!) of a wellknown song. This cannot be done without using good breath support or the lips simply will not "buzz." At first, the children may dissolve into giggles, but with practice they will come to see how much air is required to do this (it is quite tiring). The teacher then guides the class to transfer this same sensation of support and airflow to their singing voices. The result is often a much improved tone and an expanded range. Additional ideas for vocal exploration can be found in John Feierabend's The Book of Pitch Exploration: Can Your Voice Do This? 6
Individual-response songs and games also help young children match pitch. Solo singing should be a routine affair in the primary grades. This builds children's confidence and allows teachers to assess their singing voices. Many elementary teachers take attendance by singing to individual tion" allows for some small measure of improvisation in a busy music classroom.
Individual response games such as "Doggie, Doggie, Where's Your Bone?" "We Are Dancing in the Forest while the Wolf Is Far Away,"7 and others typically included in children's music series books allow teachers to hear voices individually. The playful aspects of these games encourage children to sing without being too selfconscious.
Remedial Techniques
You can also work one-on-one with a student to improve his or her pitch. When trying to remediate the singing skills of an older child or young adult, it's important to realize that this process can take anywhere from a few weeks to many months. All this work will be based on a sense of trust and security. The student must trust and like the teacher before any progress will be made. The student must also want to learn to sing. The motivation, interest, and natural skill of the student will largely determine how long it takes to achieve accuracy. As with any vocal activity, warm-ups and vocal exploration remain important and help the student relax and focus. Stretching exercises may also improve posture and breathing. This is particularly true of shoulder rolls and other exercises that stretch and relax the rib cage to facilitate proper breathing.
What can a singing teacher do with a student who has a very limited range? Start with a note the student can sing. Ask the student to sing a note and then sing it back to him or her. Ask the student to sing that note and hold it for five seconds, then ten seconds, then longer. Many unpitched singers don't use enough air to sustain a pitch (see the sidebar, What Is an Unpitched Singer?). Then ask the student to sing a different note and repeat this process. Another technique to try at this stage is to sing short rhythmic patterns on one note and see if the singer can echo the rhythms accurately Next, describe a four-step process to the student and try to implement it: (1) the student listens to the teacher sing a note, (2) the student thinks the sound inside his or her head, (3) the student sings it back to the teacher, (4) the student decides whether the sound was the same as the teacher's sound or not. If the student answers the last question incorrectly, provide the correct answer in a nonjudgmental manner and tone of voice. Repeat this process several times. For students who cannot identify their own errors after several sessions, try using a recording device and play the recording back to them. Repeat the same questions and see if they can answer more accurately. Often they can. Provide feedback as before. This process is sometimes very helpful and also works well with the techniques described below.
Another dimension of this exercise involves the student discerning differences in pitch. Sing the student's preferred pitch and then another pitch, and ask the student if it is the same or different. Start with widely differing two-note intervals and gradually make the difference less pronounced. Again, provide feedback as to whether or not the student answered accurately and if not, the nature of the error. For example, "No, the two sounds were not the same. The second sound was higher than the first. Here they are again. note a whole step above the preferred pitch and have the student echo the two-note pattern. If this is not successful, try adding the minor third below to see if that is easier for the student. One of these patterns is likely to be successful eventually with most students. If the whole step is successful, add another whole step below that and try to create patterns using mi, re, and do. Similarly, if the descending minor third is successful, attempt sol, mi, and la patterns. Regardless of which pattern is initially more successful, add the other pattern once the initial patterns are accurately replicated on most attempts. Once five-note patterns are successful, use range-extension exercises until these patterns can be sung in any key. All these techniques are based on echoing a human voice, not a musical instrument. Do not play piano or any other instrument with these exercises, or the student may become dependent on the instrument and be unable to sing independently. The best model for human singing is a human voice that can sing in the same range as the student's. Adolescent changed voices and adult male students will more than likely reproduce a male model more accurately than a female model or a piano. Similarly, children will more accurately reproduce another child's voice or a female voice. 8 Using a device that transmits their own voice more directly into one ear helps many unpitched singers. One inexpensive device is a flexible piece of tubing such as a vacuum cleaner hose. The student holds one end near an ear and the other in front of the mouth while singing. PVC pipe elbows can also be used. Sometimes good results can be achieved by having the student cup one hand behind an ear and the other cupped in front of the month with the fingers pointing toward the ear with cupped hand behind it. This also directs the sound, although not as fully as the hose.
Even though it may seem counterintuitive, using more energy and breath often improves singers who consistently sing above the pitch. Another technique to try with abovethe-pitch singers is to do downward glissandos and then downward glissandos that stop on a specific pitch. Having these students plug one ear often improves their pitch by allowing them to hear themselves more accurately.
Learn to Sing by Singing
That every child can be a singer is a philosophical stance. If, as music educators, we do not teach children how to sing well, who will? It is the responsibility of every music educator to learn the basics of vocal tone production and acquire a repertoire of skills to teach children how to sing accurately and well.
Professional music education organizations sponsor conferences and workshops that frequently include sessions on the child voice. Teachers can attend these sessions, make note of suggested resources, and educate themselves. Taking voice lessons with a sensitive teacher can improve teachers' understanding of how their own voices work. The principles of posture, breathing, warmups, vowel formation, and relaxation apply equally well to children's singing. Listening to recordings of outstanding children's choirs and observing their rehearsals is essential. Once a music educator has an understanding of how children sound when they sing well and how they produce that sound, they can work with children who need additional help.
Singing is a human birthright. It is also a teachable skill. The more opportunity children have to sing, the better they will sing. The better they sing, the more they will enjoy singing and music making of many kinds. This can result in richer and more emotionally satisfying experiences throughout their lives.
Notes
